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Abstract 

The Optometry Admission Test is an exam given once in the 

spring and once in the fall every year. It is a requirement 

for entry into optometry school. There are several study 

guides available for the test, including the pamphlet that the 

Optometry Admission Testing Program provides and the Betz 

Guide. These two study guides are evaluated in this thesis. 

This thesis also contains its own study guide which is 

designed to attempt to compensate for the weaknesses in the 

other guides. Topics in biology, general chemistry, organic 

chemistry, physics, reading comprehension, and quantitative 

reasoning are discussed in an outline format. 
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Biology 

I.The Cell 

Cell Theory: 
1.All organisms are composed of 1 or more cells. 
2.The cell is the basic living unit of organization 

for all organisms. 
3.All cells arise from pre-existing cells. 

Prokaryote Cell: 
1.Cell wall. 
2.Plasma membrane. 
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3.Cytoplasm containing ribosomes but no organelles. 
4.Nucleoid: coiled DNA but is not a true nucleus because it is 

not surrounded by a nuclear membrane. 

Eukaryotic Cell: 
1.Plasma membrane: phospholipid bilayer with hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic portions, semi-permeable, and contains embedded 
proteins which serve as gates and recognition sites. 

2.Cytoplasm: 
a)Rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) : membranous structure 
with ribosomes attached, functions in protein transport and 
modification of polypeptide chains into mature proteins by 
attaching polysaccharides used for labelling which will 
help the golgi body sort the protein. 

b)Smooth endoplasmic reticulum (SER) : no ribosomes are 
attached, functions in lipid synthesis. 

c) Ribosomes: site of translation, consists of a small and a 
large subunit. 

d)Golgi bodies: structure is a stack of flat cisternae, 
function is further modification, sorting, packaging, and 
shipping of proteins and lipids for secretion or use in the 
cell. 

e) Lysosomes: vesicle containing hydrolytic enzymes for 
intracellular digestion. 

f)Transport secretory vesicles: transport material to and 
from organelles and the plasma membrane. 

g) Mitochondria: consists of an outer membrane and a highly 
convoluted inner membrane called the cristae, ATP formation 
occurs at the cristae. 

h)In addition to the above-mentioned structures, plants also 
have: 
1) Chloroplasts for photosynthesis, chromoplasts for pigment 

storage, and amyloplasts for starch storage. 
2)A fluid-filled central vacuole to aid in support of cell 

structure. 
3)Cell wall. 

3.Nucleus: 
a) Nuclear membrane: consists of an inner and outer membrane, 

separates DNA from the cytoplasm, and is also porous as to 



allow specific particles in or out of the nucleus. 
b) Nucleoplasm: very dense with proteins and RNA molecules 

required for organizing nuclear functions. 
c)Nucleolus: region of DNA which encodes ribosomal RNA 

(rRNA). rRNA and proteins are assembled into ribosomes 
here. 

4.Cytoskeleton: 
a) Microtubules: mostly tubulin. 
b) Intermediate filaments. 
c) Microfilaments: mostly actin. 

5.Flagella and Cilia: 
a) "9+2 array", 9 pairs of microtubules arranged radially 

around 2 central microtubules. 

If a cell is placed in an isotonic solution, the solute 
concentrations are the same inside and outside the cell, so 
there is no net flow of water across the membrane. 
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If a cell is placed in a hypotonic solution, the cell will swell 
because water will flow into the cell where there is a greater 
solute concentration. 

If a cell is placed in a hypertonic solution, the cell will shrink 
because water will flow out of the cell to the environment 
where the solute concentration is greater. 

Passive Transport: no energy is required to move substances across 
the membrane, examples include diffusion and osmosis. 

Active Transport: energy is required to move a substance across a 
membrane. 

II. Development of an Organism 

Asexual Reproduction: 
1.Fission or budding. 
2.Advantage: many offspring can be produced quickly without 

expending much energy. 
3.Disadvantage: all offspring are genetically identical so 

there is no genetic variety. 
4.Successful in a relatively stable, unchanging environment. 

Sexual Reproduction: 
1.Union of haploid gametes to form a diploid state. 
2.Advantage: genetic recombination creates variety in the 

offspring which allows for adaptation to a 
changing environment. 

3.Disadvantage: reproduction takes longer and produces fewer 
offspring. 
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Stages of Development: 
1.Gametogenesis: formation of gametes (sperm and egg) . 
2.Fertilization: union of sperm and egg to form a zygote. 
3.Cleavage: zygote undergoes rapid cell division without cell 

growth to form a ball of cells called a blastula. 
4.Gastrulation: migration of groups of cells to form the 3 

germ layers. 
5.Tissue specialization and growth. 

3 Germ Layers: 
1.Endoderm: gives rise to inner lining of the gut and the 

organs derived from it. 
2.Mesoderm: gives rise to muscle, bone, dermis, blood, 

circulatory organs, reproductive organs, and 
excretory organs. 

3.Ectoderm: gives rise to nervous system tissue and the outer 
layer of the skin. 

Cell differentiation is dependent on the surrounding environment of 
the cell, so cells on the inner portion of the blastula have 
different environments than cells on the outside of it and 
will develop differently; surrounding cells induce certain 
developments within a cell via contact with the cell or 
through regulatory proteins released by the cells. 

III. Genetics 

Nucleotide: monomer of DNA or RNA, consists of 3 parts: 
1.5 carbon sugar, either ribose or deoxyribose. 
2.Phosphate. 
3.Nitrogenous base. 

Differences Between DNA and RNA: 
1.DNA is double-stranded, RNA is single-stranded. 
2.RNA contains ribose, DNA contains deoxyribose. 
3.DNA's nitrogenous bases are adenine(A), thymine(T), 

cytosine (C) , and guanine (G) ; RNA's are adenine, uracil(U), 
cytosine, and guanine. 

Nitrogenous Bases: 
1.Purine bases have a double ring structure: A and G. 
2.Pyrimidine bases have a single ring structure: C,T, and U. 
3.A pairs with T or U. 
4.C pairs with G. 
5.A and T or A and U are always present in equal amounts as 

are C and G, and the amounts of the 4 bases must equal 100% 
6.Example problem: A stretch of DNA is found to consist of 15% 

adenine. What percentage of the DNA is guanine? 
7.Answer: 15% is adenine so 15% must also be thymine since 

they are present in equal amounts. This leaves a total of 
70% that must consist of equal amounts of cytosine and 



guanine. Therefore, dividing 70% by 2 gives 35% cytosine 
and 35% guanine. 
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Central Dogma: DNA replicates itself, and DNA is transcribed into 
messenger RNA (mRNA) which is translated into a polypeptide 
which is used to express a trait or to regulate the synthesis 
of DNA, RNA, or proteins. 

Types of RNA: 
1.ribosomal RNA (rRNA): structural RNA of the ribosomes. 

a)Ribosomes have 2 subunits: 60s and 40s subunits in 
eukaryotes, and 50s and 30s subunits in prokaryotes. 

b)DNA genes encoding rRNAs are clustered and tandemly 
repeated. The genes are usually transcribed as 1 long 
precursor which is then cleaved into separate molecules. 

2.messenger RNA (mRNA): RNA transcribed from genes which will 
be translated into protein. The instructions for the 
protein are written in the form of triplet, non-overlapping 
codes called codons. There are 64 different codons, but 
more than 1 codon codes for a specific amino acid, 
initiation signal, or termination signal. 

3.transfer RNA (tRNA): RNA which is the adaptor molecule in 
translation. 

a)tRNA has a site for amino acid attachment at 1 end of the 
molecule, and the other end of the molecule has an 
anticodon sequence which can pair with a codon sequence of 
a mRNA molecule at a ribosome during translation. 

b)There is at least 1 specific tRNA molecule for each of the 
20 different amino acids. 

DNA Replication: 
1.Helicase enzymes unzip the double-stranded DNA as gyrase 

relaxes the coiling of the DNA. 
2.New DNA nucleotides can only be added in the 5'-3' direction 

by DNA polymerase, and an initial RNA primer must be laid 
down to provide the free 3'OH group needed for the 
attachment of a new nucleotide. 

3.Replication will be continuous on the leading parental 
strand which is the one being unzipped in the 3'-5' 
direction. 

4.Replication is discontinuous on the lagging strand because 
although its direction is opposite that of the leading 
strand, DNA polymerase can only move in 1 direction. 
Therefore, short stretches of of DNA must be synthesized one 
at a time on the lagging strand. 

5.The short segments of DNA nucleotides synthesized on the 
lagging strand are called Okazaki fragments. 

6.The RNA primers will be removed later and DNA synthesized by 
a different DNA polymerase will replace them. The Okazaki 
fragments will then be connected together by the enzyme 
ligase. 

7.Replication begins at an origin and there are several 



origins on the DNA strands of eukaryotes but only one in 
prokaryotes. 
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8.Replication proceeds in both directions from the origin. 
9.Replication is said to be semi-conservative because the new 

DNA molecule formed consists of one old, or parental, strand 
and one new, or daughter, strand of DNA. 

DNA Transcription of mRNA: 
I.DNA strands are unwound and unzipped. 
2.RNA polymerase binds to a promoter region on the coding 

strand of the DNA. 
3.RNA polymerase then moves along the DNA strand and attaches 

the complementary RNA nucleotides in the correct order until 
it reaches a stop signal. 

4.In prokaryotes, this is the functional mRNA. In eukaryotes, 
this RNA must be modified by adding a cap to the 5' end, 
adding a poly-A tail to the 3' end, removing the nonsense 
sequences called introns which separate the coding regions, 
and splicing together the remaining sense sequences called 
exons. 

5.Transcription occurs inside the nucleus and then the 
functional mRNA exits the nucleus into the cytoplasm and 
goes to a ribosome. 

DNA Translation: 
1.Translation occurs at the ribosome. 
2.mRNA has codons: 3 consecutive nucleotides which code for a 

specific amino acid. 
3.transfer RNA (tRNA) has an anticodon on one end of the 

molecule and a specific amino acid attached to the other end 
of the molecule. Anticodons pair with codons on the mRNA. 

4.The codon-anticodon pairing serves to line up the amino 
acids in a specific order. 

5.Peptide bonds form between the amino acids and they break 
off from the tRNA to form a polypeptide. If the polypeptide 
is a membrane or secretory protein, it is often later 
modified in the RER, usually by attachment of a 
polysaccharide to it. Cytoplasmic proteins are synthesized 
and remain in the cytoplasm. 

Haploid(n) Number of Chromosomes: number of different types of 
chromosomes, Example: human gametes are haploid and have 23 
chromosomes, 1 of each type. 

Diploid(2n) Number of Chromosomes: total number of chromosomes in 
a cell, normally 2 of each type, Example: human tissue cells 
are diploid and contain 46 chromosomes, 2 each of 23 different 
chromosomes. 

Euploidy: modification in the number of sets of chromosomes which 
is usually lethal in animals but is more tolerated in plants, 
Example: triploid(3n). 
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Aneuploidy: modification in which there is one extra or one missing 
chromosome: 
1.Monosomy(2n-1): missing one chromosome I usually lethal 

unless it is a sex chromosome missing l Example: Turnerls 
Syndrome (XO) . 

2.Trisomy(2n+1): extra chromosome I less lethal than monosomYI 
Example: trisomy 21(3 of chromosome number 21) causes 
Down/s Syndrome. 

Mendel/s Law of Segregation: diploid organisms inherit a pair of 
genes for each trait on a pair of homologous chromosomes I the 
2 genes segregate from each other during meiosis so that each 
gamete formed will contain one gene or the other but not both. 

Mendel/s Law of rndependent Assortment: each gene pair tends to 
assort into gametes independently of other gene pairs located 
on nonhomologous chromosomes. 

Autosomal Chromosome: every chromosome except the sex-determining 
chromosomes. 

Allele: a specific form of a genel Example: for seed color l there 
may be an allele for green and another allele for yellow. 

Dominance: one allele masks the expression of the other recessive l 
homologous allele l dominance can either be autosomal or sex
linked. 

rncomplete Dominance: neither allele can completely mask the 
expression of the other allele l Example: a red flower is 
crossed with a white flower and the offspring is a pink 
flower. 

Codominance: both alleles express themselves in their entiretYI 
Example: ABO blood system. 

ABO Blood System: 
1.Three different alleles: r AI rB

I and i representing AI BI 
and 0 blood types respectively. 

2.rA is dominant over i l and rB is dominant over i l but rA 
and rB are codominant. 

3.rA and rB code for A and B proteins to be placed on the 
blood cell membrane. 

4.Blood type A results from genotype rArA or rAi and has the A 
protein on its membrane. 

S.Blood type B results from genotype rBrB or rBi and has the B 
protein on its membrane. 

6.Blood type 0 results from a genotype of ii and has no 
membrane proteins. 

7.Blood type AB results from a genotype of rArB and has 
both A and B proteins on its membrane. 
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8.The immune system attacks anything with a foreign protein or 
other substance on it; therefore, 0 blood is the universal 
donor because it can be given to anyone with any blood type 
because it has no proteins on its membrane to be recognized 
as being foreign. 

9.AB blood type is the universal recipient because they can 
receive any blood type because they contain both membrane 
proteins and will not recognize any foreign proteins. 

Homozygous: both alleles are the same, either (AA) or (aa). 

Heterozygous: the 2 alleles are different (Aa) 

Sex-limited Mode of Inheritance: an autosomal trait appears in only 
one sex. 

Sex-influenced Mode of Inheritance: an autosomal trait is seen in 
one sex much more often than in the other sex because the 
heterozygous condition(Aa) in one sex expresses the trait but 
not in the other sex. 

Sex-linked Mode of Inheritance: the gene affecting the trait is on 
a sex chromosome (the X chromosome 99% of the time), these 
traits appear in males more often than females because males 
only have one X chromosome so the allele will be expresed. 
Females have 2 X chromosomes and a good chance that one of 
them will have a dominant allele to mask the harmful recessive 
allele. 

Pedigrees of each type of mode of inheritance should be studied. 

Lyon Hypothesis: female cells have 2 X chromosomes, but in each 
cell one of them is randomly converted to a nonfunctional form 
of DNA called a Barr body. 

Hardy-Weinberg Principle: following a certain set of conditions, 
the allelic frequency in a population will remain constant. 

Conditions for Hardy-Weinberg Principle: 
1.No mutations in the population. 
2.Large population. 
3.No immigration or emigration from the population. 
4.No selection for or against gametes. 
S.No selection for or against genotypes. 
6.Random mating in the population. 

Hardy-Weinberg Problems: 
1.Two allele frequencies(but could be more): p and q. 
2.p+q=1. 
3.Square the equation to account for each chromosome: 

p2+2pq+q2=1. 
4.p2 is the frequency of the genotype (AA), pq is the 
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frequency of the genotype (Aa) , and q2 is the frequency of 
the genotype (aa). 

5.Example: Yellow seeds are a recessive trait(yy) and are 
found in 36% of the population. What are the allelic 
frequencies of the green seed allele(Y) and the yellow seed 
allele(y)? (p corresponds to the (Y) allele and q 
corresponds to the (y) allele.) 

6.Answer: 
a) q2=.36 (the genotype frequency of yy) 
b)Take the square root: q=.6 (the allele frequency) 
c)p+q=l, so p+.6=l, so p=.4 
d)The frequency of heterozygotes in the population would be 

2pq=2 ( . 4) (. 6) = . 48 

Genetic Drift: random change in allele frequencies through 
successive generations. 

Founder Effect: a small group of organisms are isolated to form a 
new population so there are a small number of different 
alleles, and therefore those alleles which may be very rare in 
the general population are very prevalent in the new 
population. 

IV. Classification of Organisms 

Autotrophic: organism produces its organic molecules using carbon 
dioxide and energy from its physical environment, 
examples include plants, some protistans, and a few 
bacteria. 

Heterotrophic: organism obtains carbon and its metabolic energy 
from organic molecules produced by autotrophs, 
examples include animals, fungi, many protistans, 
and most bacteria. 

Kingdom Monera: prokaryotes, Examples: eubacteria and 
archaebacteria(strictly anaerobic). Gram staining is the 
primary differential test for bacteria. It is based on the 
ability of the Gram stain to stain the cell wall of some 
bacteria but not others. Gram positive bacteria appear blue, 
and Gram negative bacteria appear pink or red. 

Kingdom Protista: single-celled eukaryotes, some are heterotrophic 
and some are autotrophic. 

Kingdom Fungi: multicellular, heterotrophic eukaryotes. 

Kingdom Plantae: 
1.Phylum Coniferophyta: the gymnosperms which produce naked 
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seeds, Example: conifers. 
2.Phylum Anthophyta: the angiosperms which are flowering 

plants that produce seeds surrounded by protective layers. 
a)Class Monocotyledonae: have one cotyledon in their seed, 

floral parts usually occur in multiples of three, bundles 
of vascular tissue are distributed throughout the ground 
tissue of the stem, and has parallel leaf venation. 

b)Class Dicotyledonae: contain 2 cotyledons in their seeds, 
floral parts usually occur in multiples of four or five, 
bundles of vascular tissue are positioned in a ring in the 
stem, and leaf venation is net-like. 

Kingdom Animalia: 
I.Phylum Porifera: sponges. 
2.Phylum Cnidaria: have stinging nematocysts. 

a) jellyfish, sea anemones. 
3.Phylum Platyhelminthes: flatworms. 
4.Phylum Nematoda: roundworms. 
5.Phylum Mollusca: snails, clams, mussels, and octopuses. 
6.Phylum Annelida: segmented worms. 
7.Phylum Arthropoda: spiders, insects, shrimp, lobster, and 

crabsi largest of all phylums because of the millions of 
species of insects. 

8.Phylum Echinodermata: starfish and sea urchins. 
9.Phylum Chordata, Subphylum Vertebrata: 
a)Class Agnatha: jawless fish, Examples: hagfish and sea 

lamprey. 
b)Class Chondrichthyes: cartilagenous fish, Examples: sharks, 

rays, and skates. 
c)Class Osteichthyes: bony fish. 
d)Class Amphibia: frogs, toads, newts, salamanders, and 

caecilians. 
e)Class Reptilia: turtles, snakes, lizards, and crocodiles. 
f)Class Aves: birds. 
g)Class Mammalia: mammals. 
*Only birds and mammals are endothermic (internally regulate 
body temperature) i all the rest are ectothermic(body 
temperature is regulated by external conditions.) 

V. Metabolic Pathways 

Photosynthesis: consists of 2 sets of reactions. 
I.Light-dependent reactions: sunlight splits a water molecule, 

producing oxygen, an excited electron, and hydrogen ions 
which convert ADP to ATP and NADP+ to NADPHi takes place in 
the thylakoid membranes of the grana of the chloroplast. 

2.Light-independent reactions: also called the Calvin cycle or 
the dark reactions, ATP and NADPH(produced in the light 
reactions) reduce and phosphorylate CO2 to C6H120 6 -P 
which is then changed into a regular carbohydratei these 
reactions occur in the stroma of the chloroplast. 



Respiration: 
1.0ccurs in all organisms: in prokaryotes it occurs at the 

cell membrane, and in eukaryotes it occurs at the inner 
membrane of the mitochondria called the cristae. 
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2.For glycolysis, a glucose molecule is used to produce 2 
molecules of pyruvate and a net production of 2 ATP and 2 
NADH. 

3.In anaerobic respiration, the pyruvate and NADH can go 
through 3 different pathways depending on the organism: 

a}Alcoholic fermentation: yields ethanol, Example: yeast. 
b}Lactate fermentation: yields lactate, Example: muscles. 
c}Anaerobic electron transport: uses an inorganic electron 

acceptor other than oxygen. 
4.In aerobic respiration, the pyruvate is converted to 

acetyl-coA which yields 2 NADH and these are sent through 
the Kreb cycle which forms 2 ATP, 6 NADH, and 2 FADH2; the 
NADH and the FADH2 go through the electron transport chain 
and yield 28 ATPs (3 for each NADH and 2 for each FADH2) and 

use oxygen as the final electron acceptor in the chain; so 
a total of 38 ATPs are produced by aerobic respiration. 

VI. Enzymes and Sites of Secretion 

Classes of Enzymes: 
1.0xidation-reduction enzymes: known as oxidases, 

hydrogenases, and dehydrogenases; energy release for 
muscular contraction and all physiological work depends on 
these enzymes. 

2. Hydrolyzing enzymes : digestive enzymes mainly, usually named 
after the substrate they act upon; Examples: lipase, 
sucrase, and maltase. 

3.Phosphorylating enzymes: phosphorylases and kinases add 
phosphate groups, phosphatases remove phosphate groups. 

4.Enzymes that add or remove C02: known as carboxylases and 
decarboxylases. 

5.Enzymes that rearrange atoms within a molecule are known as 
mutases or isomerases. 

6.Hydrases: add water to a molecule without splitting it, as 
hydrolases do. 

Salivary Enzymes: 
I.Amylase: breaks down (hydrolyzes) starch. 

Gastric Juice: 
I.Protease: pepsin (pepsinogen + HCI) . 
2.Lipase: not very important. 

Bile: contains no enzymes but hydrolyzes fat. 

Pancreatic Juice: 
I.Proteases: 



a) Trypsin. 
b) Chymotrypsin. 

2.Lipase. 
3.Amylase. 

Intestinal Juice: 
1.Peptidase. 
2.Sucrase. 
3.Lactase. 
4.Maltase. 

VII. Anatomy and Physiology 

Endocrine System: 
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1.Prostaglandins (PGs): tissue hormones composed of lipids 
which usually remain in the tissue they were produced in. 

a) PGs influence adenyl cyclase and cyclic AMP activity within 
the cell. 

b) Prostaglandin A (PGA) compounds located within arteries 
decrease blood pressure. 

c)PGE compounds are involved in vascular, metabolic, and 
gastrointestinal functions. 

d)PGF compounds function in the reproductive system. 
2.Pituitary Gland: 
a)Anterior pituitary gland: 

1) Growth hormone: promotes growth of bone and soft tissues. 
2) Prolactin: stimulates mammary glands to secrete milk. 
3)Tropic hormones: stimulate other endocrine glands; 4 of 

them including FSH (follicle stimulating hormone) and LH 
(lutenizing hormone) . 

b) Posterior Pituitary: 
l)Ant.idiuretic hormone: decreases water loss from the body. 
2) Oxytocin: causes uterine contractions during pregnancy and 

causes milk ejection from lactating breast. 
3.Thyroid gland: 

a) Thyroid hormone: regulates metabolic rate and the processes 
of growth and tissue differentiation. 

4.Parathyroid gland: 
a) Parathyroid hormone: maintains homeostasis of blood calcium 

concentration by promoting calcium absorption into the 
blood. 

S.Adrenal glands: 
a) Glucocorticoids: accelerate breakdown of proteins to amino 

acids which get converted into glucose in the liver; main 
one is cortisol. 

b) Mineralocorticoids: mineral salt metabolism, maintains 
blood sodium concentration; main one is aldosterone. 

c)Sex hormones: both androgens and estrogens. 
6.Adrenal medulla: 
a)Epinephrine and norepinephrine both increase and prolong 

sympathetic stimulation effects. 
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7.Pancreas: islets of Langerhans: 
a) Alpha cells: secrete glucagon which increases blood glucose 

concentration. 
b)Beta cells: secrete insulin which accelerates movement of 

glucose, amino acids, and fatty acids out of the blood 
therefore promoting their metabolism. 

*These are endocrine secretions so they pass directly into 
the blood. 

*The pancreas' digestive secretions are exocrine so they pass 
into ducts which then empty into the duodenum. 

8.0varies: 
a)Graafian follicles: secrete estrogen. 
b)Corpus luteum: secretes progesterone. 

9.Testes: Leydig interstitial cells secrete testosterone. 
lO.Pineal gland: secretes melatonin which inhibits lutenizing 

hormone secretion. 
11.Thymus: secretes thymosin which aids in maturation and 

development of the immune system. 

Nervous System: 
1.Can be classified 2 different ways: 

a) Central nervous system: brain and spinal cord. 
Peripheral nervous system: all other nerves. 

b) Somatic nervous system: supplies skeletal muscle and 
consists of brain, spinal cord, cranial nerves, and spinal 
nerves. 

Autonomic (visceral) nervous system: supplies smooth 
muscle, cardiac muscle, and glandular tissue. 

2.Meninges: covers brain and spinal cord, and consists of 3 
layers: (inside-outside) 

a)Pia mater. 
b) Arachnoid. 
c)Dura mater. 

3.Gray matter: cell bodies. 
4.White matter: axons. (White because of the myelin sheath 

surrounding the axons which serves to speed up nerve 
impulses. ) 

Brain Regions: 
1. Medulla oblongata: contains cardiac and respiratory centers. 
2.Pons: centers for chewing, abduction of eye, and facial 

expressions. 
3.Cerebellum: controls skeletal muscle so it functions in 

balance and equilibrium. 
4. Mesencephalon (midbrain) : centers for pupillary reflexes and 

eye movements, an also contains the auditory center. 
5.Diencephalon: 

a) Thalamus: functions in sensation, alertness, and complex 
reflex movements. 

b) Hypothalamus: coordinates autonomic activities; as an 
endocrine gland, it secretes releasing hormones which 
activate the anterior pituitary gland to release its 
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hormones; it functions in maintaining the waking state and 
body temperature , and it controls the appetite, thirst, 
and sex drives. 

6. Cerebrum: sensory and motor functions, memory (hippocampus) , 
language, and emotions (limbic system) : 

a)Occipital lobe: visual area. 
b)Parietal lobe: sensory and motor areas. 
c)Temporal lobe: hearing. 
d)Frontal lobe: speech. 

Spinal Cord: 
1.A cross-section of the spinal cord reveals the central 

portion as gray matter in the form of the letter H. THe 
arms of the H are called the anterior, posterior, and 
lateral horns of gray matter, or the lateral gray columns. 

2.There are anterior, posterior, and lateral white columns 
surrounding the gray matter. Each white column is made up 
of a large bundle ofaxons divided into smaller bundles 
called tracts. 

3.The spinal cord serves as the nerve pathway between the 
brain and the rest of the body, and it also serves as the 
center of all spinal reflexes, those signals which are 
responded to before they reach the brain. 

Spinal Nerves: 
1.Cervical and thoracic spinal nerves exit the spinal cavity 

through the intervertebral formina of their respective 
vertebrae. 

2. Lumbar, sacral, and coccygeal nerve roots descend from their 
point of origin before exiting through intervertebral 
foramina. Therefore, the lower end of the spinal cord looks 
like a horse's tail, and it is called cauda equina. 

3.Spinal nerves attach to the spinal cord via anterior and 
posterior roots. 

12 Cranial Nerves: 
1.0Ifactory: smell. 
2.0ptic: vision. 
3.0culomotor: eye movements, regulation of pupil size, and 

accommodation. 
4.Trochlear: eye movements. 
5.Trigeminal: chewing movements. 
6.Abducens: abduction of the eye. 
7.Facial: facial expressions and saliva secretion. 
8.Acoustic: 
a)Vestibular branch: balance. 
b) Cochlear (auditory) branch: hearing. 

9.Glossopharyngeal: tongue sensations, swallowing, and saliva 
secretion. 

10.Vagus: sensation and movement of organs to affect such 
things as heart rate, peristalsis, and voice production. 

11.Spinal Accessory: head, shoulder, and viscera movements, 



and also voice production. 
12.Hypoglossal: tongue movements. 
*Saying to help remember the order 

"On Old Olympus Tiny Tops, A Finn 
Hops." 

Neurotransmitters: 

of the cranial nerves: 
And German Viewed Some 

I.Norepinephrine: maintains arousal. 
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2.Dopamine: regulation of movements and involved in emotions. 
3.Enkephalins: inhibit pain. 
4.GABA: most common inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain. 
S.Acetylcholine: neurotransmitter in muscle contraction. 

Neuron: 
I.Cell body: contains the cell nucleus. 
2.Dendrite: sensory function. 
3.Axon: sends signals. 

Autonomic Nervous System: 
I.Sympathetic system: uses norepinephrine; increases heart 

rate and respiration to prepare the body for the "fight or 
flight" response. 

2.Parasympathetic system: has the opposite effects; dominates 
control of the visceral effectors under normal conditions. 

Kidneys: made up of basic subunits called nephrons. 

Nephron: 
1. Bowman's capsule: surrounds the capillary network called the 

glomerulus, which together they are called the renal 
corpuscle; renal corpuscle functions in filtration of 
solutes. 

2.Proximal tubule: reabsorbs water, sodium, and glucose. 
3.Loop of Henle: together with the vasa recta which consists 

of loops of blood vessels important in trapping solutes, 
maintains countercurrent exchange which serves in 
conservation of body water. 

4.Distal tubule and the collecting tubule function in water 
readsorption only when ADH (antidiuretic hormone) is 
present. 

Circulation through the heart: 
I.Superior and inferior vena cava empty into the right atrium. 
2.Right atrium pumps blood through the tricuspid valve and 

into the right ventricle. 
3.Right ventricle pumps blood through the pulmonary semilunar 

valve and into the pulmonary arteries (the only arteries 
which carry deoxygenated blood) leading to the lungs where 
CO2 is left and oxygen is obtained. 

4.Blood then goes through the pulmonary veins into the left 
atrium. 

S.Blood is then pumped through the bicuspid valve into the 
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left ventricle which pumps it through the aortic arch and 
out to the rest of the body. 

3 Layers of Heart Tissue: 
I.Epicardium: the outer layer of the heart next to the 

visceral pericardium. 
2.Myocardium: thick cardiac muscle. 
3.Endocardium: inner lining of the heart. 

Coronary arteries: supply heart tissue with blood. 

Arterial structure: 
1.0uter fibrous coat. 
2.Smooth muscle layer. 
3.Endothelial lining. 

Veins have same 3 layers but thinner outer fibers and muscle 
layers, and they also have semilunar valves at intervals to 
prevent the backwards flow of blood. 

Capillaries only have endothelial lining and are one cell layer 
thick. 

Blood carries oxygen via the use of hemoglobin. 

Blood carries most of the CO2 waste as bicarbonate ions (HC03-). 

Gas exchange occurs in the lung in microscopic alveoli structures. 

Blood Clotting: 
I.Prothrombin is converted to thrombin with the help of 

thromboplastin and calcium ions. 
2.The thrombin produced then converts fibrinogen into fibrin 

which is the insoluble fibers that form clots. 

Blood plasma is 90% water and 10% solutes. The solutes consist of 
mainly proteins but also food substances such as glucose, 
metabolic by-products, respiratory gases, and regulatory 
substances. 

Gastrointestinal Tract: 
I.Mouth. 
2.0ropharynx. 
3.Esophagus: contains structures called papilla. 
4.Stomach: has structures called rugae. 
5.Small intestine: have villi; has 3 sections: 

a) Duodenum. 
b) Jejunum. 
c) Ileum. 

6.Large intestine: 
a) Cecum. 
b)Colon: ascending, transverse, descending, and sigmoid. 



7.Rectum and anus. 

Accessory Organs of Digestion: 
1.Salivary glands: 

a) Parotid. 
b) Submandibular. 
c) Sublingual. 

2.Tongue. 
3.Teeth: 

a) Incisors. 
b) Canines. 
c) Premolars. 
d)Molars. 

4.Liver: 
a)Largest gland in the body. 
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b)2 lobes(left and right) separated by the falciform 
ligament. The right lobe has 5/6 of the total size and has 

3 parts: right lobe proper, caudate lobe, and quadrate 
lobe. 

c)Functions in detoxification, bile secretion, food 
metabolism, and vitamin and mineral storage. 

S.Gallbladder: stores and concentrates bile and then ejects it 
into the duodenum during digestion. 

6.Pancreas: digestive enzymes, insulin and glucagon. 
7.Vermiform appendix. 

Coats of Eyeball; 
1.Sclera: white fibrous tissue; anterior portion is the 

transparent cornea. 
2.Choroid: anterior portion is the ciliary body, suspensory 

ligament, and the iris. 
3.Retina: 

a) Photoreceptor neurons: 
1.Rods: black and white, night vision. 
2.Cones: color, daytime vision. 

b)Bipolar neurons. 
c)Ganglion neurons. 

Fovea: focal point of light on the retina. 

Path of light through the eye: 
1.Cornea. 
2.Aqueous humor. 
3.Lens. 
4.Vitreous humor. 
S.Retina. 

Myopia: nearsightedness . 

. ~ Hyperopia: farsightedness. 
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General Chemistry 

I. Moles/grams Relationship 

1 mole of a compound equals the sum of the atomic mass units of the 
elements in the compound and has the units of grams. Example: 
1 mole of NaCI weighs: 23+35.5=58.5 grams. 

1 mole of any compound contains the same number of particles, 
6.02*10 23 , which is called Avogadro's number. 

1 mole of any gas occupies a volume of 22.4 liters at standard 
temperature and pressure (STP). 

Molarity (M) is the concentration of a compound in moles/liter. 
M1V1 =M2V2 (M is molarity and V is volume.) 
*This equation is especially useful when finding the molarity 
of a solution of known molarity that has been diluted to a 
new volume. 

Compounds react together in specific molar ratios which are given 
by the coefficients in front of the compounds in the balanced 
equation. Example: CH4 + 202 - > CO2 + 2H20 

Balancing equations is done by trial and error. The number of 
atoms of each element must be equal on either side of the 
reaction arrow. When there are different numbers of atoms of 
an element on either side of the equation, use the least 
common multiple and check if the other elements also balance. 
Example: the unbalanced equation given is: 
NH3 + 02 - > NO + H20. The element in unequal amounts is 
hydrogen; there are 3 on the reactant side and 2 on the 
product side. This gives a common mUltiple of 6, so 
coefficients should be placed to effect this. 
2NH3 + 02 -> NO + 3H20. Doing this causes there to be unequal 
amounts of both nitrogen and oxygen, so next, coefficients 
must be added to produce common multiples of nitrogen. 
2NH3 + O2 -> 2NO + 3H20. This leaves only oxygen unbalanced. 
If the coefficient 2.5 was placed in front of °2, it would be 
balanced. However, coefficients must be whole numbers, so if 
all the coefficients are multiplied by 2 to give whole 
numbers, the equation becomes balanced. 
4NH3 + 502 - > 4NO + 6H20. 

When finding the amount of product produced in a limiting 
reagent (lr) problem (one in which one of the reactants is 
present in a limited amount), use the following equation: 

(moles of lr)*(moles of product/moles of lr)*(grams of 
product/moles of product) = grams of product produced. 
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When finding the percent composition of an element in a compound, 
use the following formula: 

[(weight of compound-weight of element)/(weight of 
compound)] *100 = % of the element in the compound. 

II. Periodic Chart 

The numbers listed with the elements on the chart represent the 
atomic number which is the number of protons, and the other 
number is the atomic mass which is the number of protons plus 
neutrons. The number of electrons will be the same as the 
atomic number in an uncharged atom. 

Electronegativity is the affinity an element has for attracting an 
electron to itself. 

The least electronegative element is francium in the lower left 
corner of the periodic chart. Electronegativity increases on 
the periodic chart moving up and to the right. The most 
electronegative element is fluorine at the top of family VII. 

Family VIII is the noble (inert) gases which have 8 electrons in 
their outer shell and are very stable and unreactive. 

All the elements in a family (column) have the same number of outer 
electrons. 

Each successive row of elements has 1 more electron shell than the 
last; therefore, the size of atoms increase moving down the 
chart. The size of atoms decrease moving right on the chart 
because more protons are in the nucleus giving it a greater 
positive charge which causes the electron shells to be pulled 
inward more. 

III. Lewis Dot Structures 

Protons and neutrons are located in the nucleus. Electrons are 
located in electron shells around the nucleus and are numbered 
1 to n. There are suborbitals labelled s, p, d, and f. The 
s orbital can hold 2 electrons; p can hold 6; d can hold 10; 
f can hold 14. Not every electron shell has each orbital; the 
following order is seen: number 1 has an s orbital, 2 has an 
s and a p orbital, 3 has an s, p, and d orbital, and 4 has an 
s, p, d, and f orbital. Electrons are placed in the unfilled 
orbital with the lowest energy first. 

The octet rule states that an element is most stable when its sand 
p orbitals in its outer shell are full with 8 electrons. 
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Valence number refers to the number of electrons an element must 
acquire or lose to obtain 8 electrons in its outer shell. 
Example: oxygen's valence number is -2 because it only has 6 
electrons and needs 2 more to fill its p orbital. 

Lewis dot structures are drawn so that each element has 
accessibility to 8 electrons. If a molecule has more than 1 
correct Lewis dot structure, it is said to have resonance. 

If a compound has a Lewis structure with 4 atoms bonded to the 
central atom, the compound has a tetrahedral 3-dimensional 
structure and has bond angles of 109 degrees. If the central 
atom is bonded to 3 atoms, the compound has bond angles of 120 
degrees. If only 2 atoms are bonded to the central atom, the 
compound has bond angles of 180 degrees. 

IV. Bonding and General Information 

Covalent bonding is the strongest type of bonding, and it results 
from the sharing of electrons. 

Ionic bonding is a weaker interaction that occurs between ions. 

Hydrogen bonding occurs between hydrogen and highly electronegative 
elements such as oxygen, nitrogen, or fluorine. 

Colligative properties are based on the number of particles 
present. Boiling point elevation, vaporization point 
lowering, freezing point depression, and osmotic pressure all 
can be altered by changing the number of particles of solute 
in a liquid. 

Sublimation is the change in physical state from a solid directly 
to a gas without going through a liquid phase. 

Entropy is the tendency of any ordered structure to randomly 
scatter into disorder. 

Enthalpy is the energy (heat) contained within the bonds of a 
compound. 

pH= -log [W], pH+pOH=14 , [W] * [OH-] =1 *10-14
• Example: A solution 

with pH=3 has a pOH=ll, [W]=1*10- 3
, and [OW] =1*10- 11

• pH 
values range from 0 to 14. Acids have pH values of less than 
7, and bases have pH values greater than 7. 

Solubility product constant (Ksp) is the product of mUltiplying the 
concentrations of the 2 ions that a compound dissociates into. 

Strong acids and strong bases completely dissociate and also 
conduct electricity very well. 
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Weak acids and bases only partly dissociate and have equilibrium 
constants. 

Equilibrium constant(K) for a reaction is the products/reactants. 
For the equation aA+bB -> cC+dD, K=[C]C[D]d/[A]a[B]b. 

LeChatelier's principle is that if a change occurs within a system 
in equilibrium, the equilibrium will shift in the direction 
which reduces the change. 

In problems dealing with heats of formation, the reaction equations 
which are given must be arranged so that when they are added 
together, the intermediate compound(s) add out. Rearranging 
the given equations usually involves reversing the direction 
of one of them. When an equation is reversed, its heat of 
formation value must be multiplied by -1. 

Polar bonds refer to O-H bonds. 

In nuclear reactions, matter must be conserved, so the masses and 
the number of protons of the reactants must equal the masses 
and the protons of the products. 

V. Gas Laws 

Ideal gas law is PV=nRT. (P=pressure, V=volume, n=moles, 
R=.08206L*atm/K*moles, and T=temperature in Kelvin(K)) 

Pressure results from molecules colliding with the walls of a 
container. Pressure increases when volume is decreased 
because the molecules have less space to move in, so they 
collide with the container more often. Pressure increases 
when temperature increases because the gas molecules increase 
in kinetic energy and move faster which enables them to strike 
the container more often. 

Boyle's law: pressure and volume are inversely proportional. 

Charles' law: volume and temperature are proportional. 

Graham's law: rate of diffusion of gas l/rate of diffusion of gas 
2= (molecular weight of gas l/molecular weight of gas 2)1/2. 
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Organic Chemistry 

I. Hydrocarbons 

4 types of hydrocarbons, compounds containing carbon and hydrogen: 
1.Alkanes: contain only single (a) bonds. 
2.Alkenes: contain at least 1 double (n) bond. 
3.Alkynes: contain at least 1 triple (a and n) bond. 
4.Aromatics: cyclic molecules that have electrons which are 

shared among all of the carbons in the molecule. 

Prefixes used in nomenclature based on how many carbons are in the 
chain: :II: of carbons :grefix :II: of carbons :grefix 

1 meth- 6 hex-
2 eth- 7 hept-
3 prop- 8 oct-
4 but- 9 non-
S pent- 10 dec-

Alkanes are given the suffix (-ane), so a 4 carbon (C) straight
chain alkane would be called butane. A 4C alkane not in a 
straight chain would be called isobutane. If a chain has a 
substituted group attached, the molecule's name includes the 
substituted group and which C it is on. 

Alkenes are given the suffix (-ene), so a 6C alkene would be named 
a hexene. However, the location of the double bond must also 
be given in the name, so the actual name may be 2-hexene. 
(Carbons are numbered in order from the end closest to the 
functional group.) 

Alkynes are given the suffix (-yne), so a 10C alkyne with a 
bond between carbons Sand 6 would be named S-decyne. 
had 3 chlorine groups on C1, it would be named 
trichloro-S-decyne. 

triple 
If it 

1,1,1-

A carbon within a chain is characterized on the basis of how many 
other carbons it is bonded to. Primary (1') carbons are only 
bonded to 1 other carbon. Secondary (2') carbons have 2 
carbons bonded to them; tertiary (3') carbons have 3, and 
quaternary (4') have 4. 

Alkenes with substituted groups on either side of the double bond 
must be designated as either cis or trans. The cis form has 
the groups on the same side of the double bond. The trans 
form has the groups on opposite sides of the double bond. The 
trans form is more stable because there is steric hindrance in 
the cis form. 

Stereochemistry deals with the 3-dimensional aspect of molecules. 

Isomers are different molecules with the same molecular formula. 
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1.Structural isomers have different atomic linkages. 
2.Stereoisomers have the same atomic linkages but different 3-

dimensional shape. 
a)Enantiomers are mirror-image stereoisomers. 
b)Diastereomers are all stereoisomers that are not 

enantiomers. They include cis/trans isomers. 
3.Configurational isomers are isomers which can interconvert 

only by breaking atomic linkages and then reforming them. 
4. Conformational isomers can interconvert via rotations around 

single bonds. 

The most stable cyclic alkane is cyclohexane. It has 3 different 
conformations: 2 chair conformations and 1 boat conformation 
which is the intermediary structure formed when 1 chair 
conformation is converting to the other. Hydrogens coming off 
a chair conformation horizontally are referred to as 
equatorial. Hydrogens coming off a chair vertically are 
referred to as axial hydrogens. Equatorial positions are more 
stable than axial positions. 

II. Hydrocarbon Reactions 

Types of organic reactions: 
1.Addition: A+B -> C 
2.Elimination: A -> B+C 
3.Sustitution: AB+C -> AC+B 
4.Rearrangement: A -> B 

Carbocation(C+): stability of C+ is 3'>2'>l'>CH3 • This is due to 
the inductive effect which is the more carbons around the 
carbocation, the more electrons present to help stabilize the 
positive charge. 

Alkanes are very unreactive. 

Alkenes: 
1.Synthesis: 

a)Dehydration of alkyl halides (RX) : CH3 CH2X + KOH -> H2C=CH2 
b)Dehydration of alcohols (ROH) : CH3 CH20H + H2 S04 -> H2 C=CH2 

2.Reactions: 
a) Hydration: H2C=CH2 + H20 - > CH3CH20H 
b) Halogenation: H2C=CH2 + X2 -> CH2XCH2X 

*If H20 is present, the product is CH2XCH20H 
c)Addition of a carbene(R2 C-) to an alkene forms a 

cyclopropane. 
d) Hydrogenation: requires aNi, Pd, or Pt catalyst and adds 

a hydrogen to the carbon on each side of the double bond. 
e)Oxidative cleavage: C=C + 0 3 or KMn04 -> c=o + c=o 

*Any hydrogens bonded to C=C are oxidized as well. 
Example: CH3 CH=CH2 + KMn04 -> CH3 COOH + CO2 

f)Addition of HX yields a product of CH3CH2X. 
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*Markovnikov's rule states that the hydrogen bonds to the 
carbon that already has more hydrogens on it, and the X 
bonds to the carbon which has fewer hydrogens on it. 
Example: CH3CH=CH2 + HCl -> CH3 CH(Cl)CH3 , the other 
possible anti-Markovnikov product also forms but is 
present in much smaller quantities. The anti-Markovnikov 
product is favored when peroxides are present during the 
reaction. 

Alkynes: 
1.Synthesis: (CH2XCH2X + KOH -> H2C=CHX) + NaNH2 -> HC=CH 
2.Reactions: 
a)Addition of 1 mole of HX yields H2C=CHX. Addition of 

another mole of HX yields CH3 CHX2 
*X2 and H2 can be added in the same fashion. 

b) Hydration: CH3 C=CH + HgS04 , H2S04 , and H20 -> CH3 C(OH)=CH2 
which then tautomerizes into CH3 C(=0)CH3 

*Tautomerization occurs due to resonance and is the 
movement of 1 hydrogen to an adjacent carbon to form a 
more stable structure. 

c) (RC=CH + NaNH2 -> RC=C-) + R'X -> RC=CR' 
d)Oxidative cleavage oxidizes in the same way alkenes are 

oxidized. 
Example: CH3 C=CH + 0 3 or KMn04 - > CH3 COOH + CO2 

Substitution Nucleophilic Unimolecular (SNI) Reactions: 
1.First order kinetics: only 1 molecule (the leaving group) is 

involved in the rate determining step. 
2.A racemic mix forms of the 2 configurations of the products. 
3.Substrate effect: reaction rate corresponds to 3'>2'>1'>CH3 

4.Better leaving group increases the reaction rate. 
5.Nucleophile does not affect the reaction rate. 

SN2 Reactions: 
1.Second order kinetics: 2 species are involved in the rate 

determining step. 
2.The nucleophile attacks a chiral center from the back side 

which inverts the configuration of the molecule. 
3.The order of stability of the transition state is 

CH3 >1'>2'>3' because steric effects reduce stability. 
4.Better leaving groups increase the reaction rate. 
5.Stronger nucleophiles increase the reaction rate. 

Elimination Unimolecular (EI) Reactions: 
*Elimination reactions convert alkyl halides into alkenes. 
1.First order kinetics. 
2.X leaves, then a nucleophile takes the hydrogen. 
3.Double bond forms in the location which favors the more 

stable alkene which is called the Zaitsev orientation. 

E2 Reactions: 
1.Second order kinetics. 
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2.Nucleophile attacks a hydrogen prompting X to leave, and 
then a double bond forms, preferrentially in Zaitsev form. 

3.Substrate effect on reaction rate: 3'>2'>l'>CH3 

III. Chirality 

A chiral center is a carbon with 4 different substituents bonded to 
it. 

Mirror images of a chiral compound are not superimposable. 

Chiral compounds are denoted as 
S(counterclockwise) compounds. 
orientation: 

either R(clockwise) 
In order to determine 

or 
the 

1.Prioritize the 4 groups bonded to the chiral center based on 
the atomic number of the elements. #1 is the lowest 
element, and #4 is the highest. 
*If 2 elements are the same, compare the next element of 
each group. 

2.Put the #1 group as the back of the molecule. 
3.Drawa circle from 4 to 3 to 2. 
4.If the circle is drawn clockwise, the compound is R, and if 

it is drawn counterclockwise, it is S. 
Example: Cl(2) 

F(1)-C-Br(3) 
I (4) 

Fischer Projections: 

-> F is back -> BR(3) -> S molecule. 
C-I(4) 
Cl(2) 

1.Chiral center drawn at the center. 
2.Horizontal bonds point out of the page toward you. 
3.Vertical bonds point into the page away from you. 

Optical Activity: 
1.0nly chiral compounds are optically active. 
2.A pair of enantiomers rotate plane polarized light in 

opposite directions. 
3.If light is rotated clockwise, the compound is called 

dextrorotatory (g) . If the light is rotated 
counterclockwise, the compound is called levorotatory (1) . 

For compounds with n# of chiral centers, the maximum number of 
stereoisomers is 2n. 

Meso compounds contain chiral centers but are achiral because they 
have no mirror image isomer. 



Benzene is a cyclic structure which is very stable because it 
aromatic and has resonance stabilization. 
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is 

Compounds with cyclic n systems containing 4n+2 n electrons 
(n=O,l,2 ... ) are aromatic. 

Special names for some benzenes: 
1.Toluene: benzene with a methyl group. 
2.Cumene: benzene with an isopropyl group. 
3.Phenol: benzene with an OH group. 
4.Benzaldehyde: benzene with an HC=O group. 
5.Benzoic Acid: benzene with a COOH group. 
6.Aniline: benzene with an NH2 group. 

Disubstituted benzenes are named according to the position of the 
groups in relation to each other: 
l.ortho(o) position: 2 groups are on adjacent carbons. 
2.meta(m) position: 2 groups are separated by 1 carbon. 
3.para(p) position: 2 groups are at opposite ends of the 

molecule separated by 2 carbons. 

When benzene is a substituent on a molecule, it is called phenyl. 

Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution: 
1.Halogenation: benzene + X2 and FeX3 -> benzene with an X 

group attached. 
2.Nitration: benzene + HN03 and H2S04 -> benzene with an N02 

group attached. 
3.Sulfonation: benzene + S03 and H2S04 -> benzene with an S03H 

group attached. 
4.Friedel-Crafts Alkylation: benzene + RX and A1X3 -> benzene 

with an R group attached. 
5.Friedel-Crafts Acylation: benzene + RC(=O)Cl and A1C1 3 -> 

benzene with a C(=O)R group attached. 
6.Groups on benzene can be activating(speed up the reaction) 

or deactivating(slow the reaction). They are also 
classified as o,p-directors or m-directors, referring to 
where another group will be added onto the benzene ring 
during the reaction. 

7.Activating o,p-directors in order from highest to lowest 
activation: -NH2' -OH, -OR, -NHC(=o)R, -R, and phenyl. 
*These groups can lend electrons via induction or resonance 
effects. 

8.Deactivating m-directors in order from highest to lowest 
deactivation: -NR3' -N02, -CN, -S03H, -C(=O)R, -COOH, -COOR, 
-C(=O)H 
*These groups withdraw electrons via induction or resonance 
effects. 

9.Deactivating o,p-directors: -X 
lO.If benzene has more than 1 substituent, the higher 

activating groups control the placement of an added group. 
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Nucleophilic aromatic substitutions include addition-elimination 
reactions: benzene with an X group + a nucleophile -> benzene 
with a nucleophile group. 

Benzylic Halogenation: benzene with -CH2 CH2 CH3 + Br and NBS - > 
benzene with -CH(BR)CH2CH3 because of resonance effects. 

V. Alkyl Halides (RX) 

Names: F=fluoro, Cl=chloro, Br=bromo, I=iodo 
Synthesis: 

1.Addition of HX to alkenes. 
2.Addition of X2 to alkenes. 
3.Addition of X2 to alkanes. 

Example: CH4 + C12 - > CH3 Cl + CH2 C1 2 + CHC1 3 + CCL4 + HCl 
4.ROH + HX -> RX + H20 
5.ROH + SOC1 2 -> RCl 
6.ROH + PBr3 -> RBr 

Grignard formation: RX + Mg and ether -> RMgX (Grignard Reagent) 

Organometallic Coupling: ((RX + 2Li -> RLi) + CuI -> RCuLi) + R'X 
-> RR' 

X is a good leaving group (groups with high enough 
electronegativity to break away from the molecule) which 
allows a nucleophile (molecule with a negative charge) to 
substitute for it: 
1.If X group leaves the alkyl halide to produce a carbocation 

which a nucleophile can then attach to, the reaction is an 
SNI reaction. 

2.If a nucleophile attacks the alkyl halide to produce a 
transition state with both the nucleophile and X attached, 
and then X is forced to leave, the reaction is an SN2 
reaction. 

VI. Alcohols 

Alcohols are given the suffix (-01) Example: methanol. 

Physical properties of alcohols: 
1.Higher boiling points than alkanes of the same size because 

of hydrogen bonding. 
2.Alcohols with 4 or fewer carbons are completely water 

soluble. Addition of more carbons increases insolubility. 
3.Alcohols can act as weak acids. 

Synthesis: 
1.Hydration of alkenes. 
2.Substitution of alkyl halides: CH3 Cl + NaOH and H20 -> CH30H 
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3.Reduction aldehyde or ketone compounds: (H2C=0 +NaBH4) + H+ 
and H20 - > CH30H 

4.Reduction of carboxylic acids and esters: (CH3C(=0)OCH3 + 
LiAIH4 and ether) + Wand H20 - > CH3CH20H + CH30H 

5.Addition of Grignard reagents: CH3C(=0)CH3 + CH3CH2MgCl and 
ether and water -> CH3C (OH) (CH2CH3) CH3 

Reactions: 
1. I' or 2' alcohols: 

a) CH3CH (OH) CH2CH3 + POCL3 and pyridine -> CH3CH=CHCH3 
b)ROH + SOC12 and pyridine -> RCI + S02 + HCl 
c) ROH + PBr3 - > RBr + PBr20H 

2. 3' alcohols: 
a) CH3C (OH) (CH3) CH2CH3 + Wand H2S04 -> (CH3) (CH3) C=CH (CH3) + 

CH2=C (CH3) CH2CH3 
b) CH3 C (OH) (CH3) CH3 + HX - > CH3 C (X) (CH3) CH3 

3.0xidation of alcohols: 
a) KMn04 , Cr03, and Na2Cr20 7 are agents which oxidize I' and 2' 

alcohols into carboxylic acids and ketones, respetively: 
CH3CH20H + (Cr03, H2S04 , H20, and acetone) -> CH3COOH 

b)pyridinium chlorochromate(PCC) is a selective oxidizing 
agent which only oxidizes a I' alcohol to the aldehyde 
state: CH3CH20H + PCC and CH2C12 -> CH3C(=0)H 

c) 3' alcohols are not readily oxidized. 
*Oxidation is the loss of electrons from a compound. 
Reduction is the gain of electrons by a compound. 

VII. Ethers (ROR) 

Name the alkyl groups add "ether". Example: CH3CH2CH20CH2CH3 is 
named ethyl propyl ether (also 1-ethoxypropane) . 

Ethers udergo some hydrogen bonding but the bonds are not real 
strong. 

Synthesis: 
1. Dehydration of simple alcohols: CH30H + H2S04 - > CH30CH3 + H20 
2. Williamson ether synthesis: CH30- + CH3CH2Cl - > CH30CH2CH3 

Reactions: 
1.Ethers can react with strong acids in the presence of a good 

nucleophile: CH30CH2CH3 + HI and H20 - > CH30H + ICH2CH3 
2.React with 02 to form peroxides. 

Epoxides are cyclic ethers. 

VIII. Aldehydes and Ketones 

Naming aldehydes: 
1.Formal names are given the suffix (-al). 



Example: CH3CH2CH2C=0 is butanal. 
2.Common names are used more often 

a)HC(=O)H is formaldehyde. 
b)CH3C(=0)H is acetaldehyde. 

for a few: 
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Aldehydes have higher boiling points than alkanes but lower than 
alcohols. Small aldehyde molecules are water soluble. 

The carbonyl group is almost always the first thing to be attacked 
in a reaction. 

Synthesis of aldehydes: 
1.Selective oxidation of l' alcohols with PCC/CH2C1 2 

2.0zonolysis of alkenes: 
(R(H)C=CR(H) + 03) + Zn and H+ -> RC(=O)H 

3.Anti-Markovnikov hydration of terminal alkynes: 
(RC=CH + R2BH and ether) + H20 2 and NaOH -> RCH2C (=0) H 

4.Selective reduction of acid chlorides: 
RC(=O)Cl + H2 and Pd -> RC(=O)H 

Oxidation of aldehydes occurs by either of 2 sets of reagents: 
1.Ag20, THF, and H20 which is called Tollen's reagent. 

RCH2 (C=0)H + tollen's reagent -> RCH2 (C=0)OH + Ag metal 
2 . RCH2C (=0) H + Cr03, H2S04, H20, and acetone - > RCH2C (=0) OH 

Ketone names are given the suffix (-one). Example: CH3CH2CH2C (=0) CH3 
is called 2-pentanone. 
*Propanone is usually called acetone, its common name. 

Synthesis of ketones: 
1.0xidation of 2' alcohols. 
2.0zonolysis of alkenes: (R(R')C=CR(R) + 03) + Zn and H+ -> 

R'C(=O)R + RC(=O)R 
3. Friedel-Crafts Acylation: (benzene + RC (=0) Cl and A1C1 3) +H20 

-> benzene with (-C(=O)R) group attached. 
4.Hydration of alkynes: 

RC=CH + H20, HgS04 , and H2S04 -> RC(=0)CH3 
5.Selective reduction of acid chlorides: 

RC(=O)Cl + R'2CuLi -> RC(=O)R' 

Ketones are not readily oxidized. 

Reduction of aldehydes or ketones (aldehyde examples are given, but 
ketones are reduced exactly the same way.): 
1. (RC (=0) H + NaBH4 and ethanol) + Wand H20 -> RCH20H 
2. (RC (=0) H + LiA1H4) + Wand H20 -> RCH20H 
3 .RC (=0) H + H2 and Pt -> RCH20H 
4.Wolff-Kishner reduction: 

RC (=0) H + H2NNH2, NaOH, and (HOCH2CH2) 20 -> RCH3 
5.Clemmensen reaction: RC(=O)H + Zn, HC1, and H20 -> RCH3 

Nucleophilic additions to aldehydes or ketones: 



1.Hydration: RC(=O)H +H20 and H+ or OH- -> RC(OH)2H 
2.Addition of 1 mole of alcohol: 
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RC(=O)H + R'OH and H+ or OH- -> RC(OH) (OR')H (hemiacetal or 
hemiketal) 

3.Addition of 2 moles of alcohol: 
RC(=O)H + 2R'OH and H+ -> RC(OR)2H (acetal or ketal) 

4.Addition of Grignard reagents: 
a)ketone + RMgX -> 3' alcohol 
b)aldehyde + RMgX -> 2' alcohol 
c)formaldehyde + RMgX -> l' alcohol 

5.Addition of HCN: RC(=O)H + HCN -> RC(CN) (OH)H 
6.Addition of l' amines (RNH2): 

RC(=O)H + R'NH2 -> RC(H)=NR' (imine) 
7.Addition of 2' amines (R'N(H)R"): 

RC(=O)CH2(R) + R'N(H)R" -> RC(=CHR)NR' (R") (enamine) 

IX. Carboxylic Acids (RCOOH) 

Formal names are given the suffix (-oic acid), but common names are 
usually used: 
1.Methanoic acid = formic acid. 
2.Ethanoic acid = acetic acid. 
3.Propanoic acid = propionic acid. 
4.Butanoic acid = butyric acid. 
5.Pentanoic acid = valeric acid. 

Diacid Names: 
1.HOOCCOOH is oxalic acid. 
2.HOOCCH2COOH is malonic acid. 
3.HOOCCH2CH2COOH is succinic acid. 
4.HOOCCH2CH2CH2COOH is glutaric acid. 
5. HOOCCH2CH2CH2CH2COOH is adipic acid. 

Carboxylic acids have higher boiling points than alcohols because 
of extra hydrogen bonding. They are also completely water 
soluble up to 4 carbons. 

Synthesis: 
1.0xidation of l' alcohols. 
2.0xidation of aldehydes. 
3.Carboxylation of Grignard reagents: 

RMgX + CO2, H20, and H+ -> RCOOH 
4.Formation and hydrolysis of nitriles(RCN): 

(CH3Br + NaCN and DMF -> CH3 CN) + H20 and W -> CH3 COOH 
5.0xidation of alkenes: 

CH3 CH2 (H) C=C (H) CH3 + KMn04 and H20 - > CH3 CH2 COOH + CH3COOH 
*Oxidation of cyclic alkenes yields diacids. 

6. Oxidation of alkynes: CH3C=CH + KMn04 and H20 - > CH3COOH + CO2 

Reactions of carboxylic acids: 
1.Reduced to l' alcohols by LiAlH4 or BH3 
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2.Hunsdiecker reaction: RCOOH + HgO and Br2 -> RBr + CO2 

Derivatives of carboxylic acids: 
*All derivatives can react with H20 to form carboxylic acids. 
1.Esters(RCOOR') : 

a)Name the R' alky group and add the conjugate acid name of 
the rest of the molecule. 
Example: CH3CH2CH2C(=0)OCH2CH3 is ethyl butanoate. 

b)8ynthesis: 
CH3COOH + CH30H and W -> CH3COOCH3 (Fischer Esterification) 

c) Reduction: 
(CH3C (=0) OCH2CH2CH3 + LiA1H4) + Wand H20 -> CH3CH20H + 
CH3CH2CH20H 

d) Conversion to amides: RCOOR' + NH3 -> RC(=0)NH2 + R'OH 
2.Amides(RC(=0)NR'2) : 

a) Naming: if the amide group only has hydrogens bonded to it, 
take the carboxylic acid name and switch the suffix with 
II-amide ll

• Example: CH3C(=0)NH2 is ethanamide. If carbons 
are in the amide group, they must also be named. Example: 
CH3C(=0)N(CH3)CH2CH3 is N-ethyl-N-methylethanamide. 

b) Reduction: 
(CH3C (=0) N (CH3) CH3 + LiA1H4) + Wand H20 -> CH3CH2N (CH3 ) CH3 

3.Acid halides (RC(=O)X) : 
a) Naming: substitute (-oyl) suffix for the carboxylic acid 

suffix and add the name of the halogen attached. 
Example: CH3C(=0)Cl is ethanoyl chloride. 

b)8ynthesis: CH3COOH + 80C12 -> CH3C(=0)Cl + 802 + HCl 
c) Reactions: 

1) CH3CH2C (=0) Cl + CH30H and pyridine -> CH3CH2COOCH3 
2)CH3CH2C(=0)Cl + NH2CH3 and NaOH -> CH3CH2C(=0)NHCH3 
3) (CH3CH2C (=0) Cl + LiA1H (O-t -butyl) 3) + Wand H20 - > 

CH3CH2C (=0) H 
4) CH3CH2C (=0) Cl + (CH3CH2CH2CH2) 2CuLi - > CH3CH2C (=0) CH2CH2CH2 CH3 
5) (CH3CH2C(=0)Cl + LiA1H4) + Wand H20 -> CH3CH2CH20H 
6) (CH3CH2C(=0)Cl + 2CH3CH2MgBr) + Wand H20 -> 

CH3CH2C (CH3CH2) 20H 
4.Anhydrides(RC(=0)OC(=0)R) : 

a)Name both parts of the molecule as carboxylic acids then 
add II anhydride II . Example: CH3 CH2C (=0) OC (=0) H is methanoic 
propanoic anhydride. If both parts of the molecule are the 
same, only name it once. Example: CH3C(=0)OC(=0)CH3 is 
ethanoic anhydride. 

b) Reactions: 
1) CH3C (=0) OC (=0) CH3 + CH3CH2CH20H -> CH3C (=0) OCH2 CH2CH3 + 

CH3COOH 
2) CH3 C (=0) OC (=0) CH3 + CH3NH2 - > CH3C (=0) NHCH3 

5.Nitriles: 
a)Name the carbon chain and add IInitrile li • 

Example: CH3 CH2 CH2C=N is butanenitrile. 
b) Reduction: (RC=N + LiALH4) + OW and H20 -> RCH2NH2 

Hydrogens on carbons adjacent to a carbonyl group (a hydrogens) are 
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more acidic than hydrogens farther away. Hydrogens on a 
carbon between 2 carbonyl groups are very acidic. 

The Aldol condensation relies on NaOH to remove 1 of the a 
hydrogens: CH3 CH2 C{=O)H + CH3 CH2 C{=O)H and NaOH -> 
CH3 CH2 CH{OH)CH{CH3 )C{=O)H 

Infrared (IR) spectrum absorption banding patterns of some 
functional groups: 
I.Alkanes{C-H): 2850-2960 
2.Alkenes{C=C): 1650-1670 
3.Alkynes{C=C): 2100-2260 
4.Alcohols{O-H): 3400-3640 
5.Benzene: 1500 and 1600 
6.Amines{N-H): 3310-3500 
7.Carbonyl groups (C=O) : 1670-1780 
8.Carboxylic acids (O-H) : 2500-3100 
9.Nitriles: 2210-2260 
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Physics 

I. Vectors 

Vectors have magnitude and direction. Example: velocity=30mph 
east. 

Scalar quantities have magnitude only. Example: speed=30mph. 

Vectors are additive, so 2 different 10 Newton forces acting 
in the same direction yield a resultant force of 20 
Newtons. If a 5 Newton force and a 10 Newton force act 
in opposite directions, a force of 5 Newtons will result 
in the direction of the larger force. 

If 2 forces act at an angle, the resultant force can be found 
by drawing parallel lines to each of the forces to form 
a parallelogram. Then draw a line to connect the point 
of intersection of the 2 forces with its opposite corner. 
This is the resultant vector. 

II. Units 

Mass= kilograms (kg) 

Length= meters (m). 

Time= seconds (s). 

Velocity= meters per second (m/s). 

Acceleration= meters per second per second (m/s2
). 

Force= Newtons (N). (1 Newton= lkg*m/s2
). 

Work and Energy= Joules (J). (IJ= 1 N*m) . 

Power= Watts (W). (IW= IJ/s). 

Potential Energy of a Battery= volts (V). (IV= IJ/Coulomb). 

Current= amps (I). 

Resistance= ohms. 

Magnetic Fields (B)= Webers/m2 Tesla (T). 

III. Mechanics and Waves 

For constant acceleration: 
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v'=v+at (v'=final velocity, v=original velocity) 
x'-x=vt+(1/2)at2 (x'-x=distance traveled). 

Centripetal acceleration(a r )= (v2 )/r. 

Newtons laws of motion: 
First: An object at rest will remain at rest and an 

object in motion will remain in motion unless 
acted on by an external force. 

Second: The acceleration of an object is directly 
proportional to the resultant force acting on it 
and inversely proportional to its mass. 
F=ma 

Third: Every action has an equal and opposite reaction. 

Universal law of gravitation: 
F=G(m1*m2/r2

) (G=constant, r=distance between the 
masses m1 and m2) . 

Work= force*distance. An obect must actually be moved some 
distance for work to be done. Work also equals the change 
in kinetic energy. 

Power= work per unit of time. Example: each of 2 people move 
a SON weight 1m. One does it in 5s and the other does it 
in lOs. They each do the same amount of work, but one 
uses twice as much power to do it. 

Momentum= mass*velocity. (The total momentum after collisions 
remains constant) . 

Impulse= change in momentum. 

Work done by a spring: 
F= -kx (k=constant for that particular spring) 

(x=distance the spring is compressed) . 

Kinetic energy (K)= (1/2)mv2
. 

Potential energy (U)= mgh .... (m=mass, g=gravity, h=height) 

Torque= force*length of arm being acted on. It is the 
tendency of a force to rotate a rigid body about some 
fixed axis. 

Period (T)= amount of time required for 1 oscillation. 

Frequency (f)= number of oscillations per unit of time. 
f=l/T. 

Amplitude (A)= maximum displacement. 
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Velocity of a wave= wavelength*frequency. 

Photons have both matter and wave-like properties. 

IV. Thermodynamics 

Laws of thermodynamics: 
Zeroth law= if A and B are separately in equilibrium with 

C, then A and B are in thermal equilibrium 
with each other. 

First law= the total amount of energy in the universe 
remains constant, energy can neither be 
created nor destroyed. 

Second law= left to itself, any system spontaneously 
converts from an organized to a less 
organized state: entropy. 

Third law= absolute zero can never be attained. 

Kelvin(K) temperatures must be used in the ideal gas law 
equation. 273K=O degrees Celsius. 

Ideal gas law: 
PV=nRT (P=pressure, V=volume, n=moles, R=constant, 

T=temperature) . 

Pressure (P)= force per unit of area. 

Heat capacity (C)= amount of heat needed to raise the 
temperature of a substance 1 degree celsius. 

Specific heat (c)= C/m= heat capacity per unit of mass. 

Q= amount of heat. 

Latent heat= heat required for a substance to change physical 
states; it does not raise the temperature of the 
substance. Types: heat of fusion for melting or freezing, 
and heat of vaporization for vaporization or 
condensation. 

Change in internal energy of a system= heat transfer - work. 

Adiabatic process= no heat is transferred between the system 
and its environment. 

Isobaric process= pressure is kept constant. 

V. Electricity and Magnetism 

Coulomb's law: 
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(q=charge, k=constant). 

E=F/q ... (E=electric field, F=electric force). 

Electric fl~x= electric field*surface area it acts through. 

When the current in a wire is 1 amp, the amount of charge that 
flows past a particular point in 1 second is 1 
Coulomb (C). 

Capacitance= the ratio of magnitude of charge on either 
conductor to the magnitude of the potential difference 
between them. It is measured in Faradays (F). 

1F= 1C/J. 

Equilibrium capacitance= capacitance1 + capacitance2 + ... for 
parallel combinations. 

1/ equilibrium capacitance= (1/ capacitance1) + (1/ capaci tance2) 
+... for series combinations. 

V=IR (voltage= amps*resistance) 

P=IV (power= amps*voltage) . 

Equilibrium resistance= R1 + R2 + ... when resistors are in 
series combination. 

l/equilibrium resistance= (1/R1) + (1/R2) + ... when resistors 
are in parallel combination. 

Ampere's law (right-hand rule): used to figure out the 
direction of the magnetic field which surrounds a wire 
with a current running through it. 
1.Point your right-hand thumb along the wire in the 

same direction the current is flowing. 
2.The direction of the magnetic field is the same 

direction your fingers wrap around the wire. 

VI. Optics 

The angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. 

The angle of refraction depends on the angle of incidence and 
also the index of refraction values of the medium the 
wave is exiting and the medium the wave is entering. 

Index of refraction (n)= ratio of the speed of light in a 



vacuum to the speed of light in the medium. 

Snell's law: 
nlsin 8= n 2 sin 82 , 

Real image= one in which light actually passes through the 
image point; it can be put on a screen. 
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Virtual image= one in which light does not pass through the 
image point but appears to diverge from that point. 

Properties of a plane mirror: 
1.Image distance is as far behind the mirror as the 

object is in front of the mirror. 
2.Image is unmagnified, virtual, and erect. 
3.Image has left-right reversal. 

Spherical mirrors: 
1.Focal length (f) is 1/2 the radius from the mirror to 

the center of curvature. 
2.Size of magnification (M) can be found by: 

M= -image distance (s')/object distance (s). 
3.Mirror equation: 

(l/s)+(l/s')=(l/f) . 
4.Convex mirrors always yield virtual images. 
s.s and s' are positive if they are in front of the 

mirror. 
6.If M is positive, the image is erect; if M is negative, 

the image is inverted. 

Lenses: 
1. (l/s) + (l/s') = (l/f) 
2.s is positive if the object is in front of the lens. 
3.s' is positive if the image is behind the lens. 
4.Converging lenses have positive focal lengths and are 

thickest in the middle. 
S.Diverging lenses have negative focal lengths and are 

thickest at the edges. 

Know how to draw mirror and lens diagrams. 
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Reading Comprehension 

The Betz Guide gives a detailed, long-term study plan 
which includes various exercises to develop skills in reading, 
organizing, analyzing, and remembering. The plan calls for 1-
2 hours per day which seems fairly unreasonable, considering 
all of the other material to study. Their recommendations of 
reading with interest and marking the passage as you read are 
helpful ideas. The technique they endorse is skimming the 
passage, quickly reading the questions, reading the passage 
more carefully, then answering the questions. It does not 
sound to be very time efficient, but it may work. 

I do not believe there is one best method for everyone; 
different methods work best for different people. My 
suggestion is to try several methods in order to discover 
which one works best for you. Whichever method you use, it is 
a good idea to circle or underline key words in the passage as 
you read. This is very helpful when referring back to the 
passage to find answers to questions. Here are a few methods 
worth trying: 

1.Read the passage carefully, but as quickly as possible, 
and then try to answer the questions. Immediately look up 
questions you cannot answer. This is the technique I prefer 
to use; however, I sometimes tend to use too much time 
reading. If I spend too much time on the first passage, I 
change my strategy to the next method. 

2. Skim the passage as quickly as possible. Then when you 
read the questions , you probably will not know the answers, 
but you should know the general location of the answers in the 
passage. This method can be quicker than the first technique, 
but success depends on your ability to quickly remember the 
location and sequence of topics in the passage. 

3.Read the questions first, and then read the passage. 
This method does not work well for me because I tend to read 
questions slowly and also because I forget what several of the 
questions are when I am reading the passage. However, there 
are some people this method works very well for. 



Quantitative Reasoning 

I.Common Fractions and Decimals 

1/100=.01 
1/50 =.02 
1/33 =.033 
1/25 =.04 
1/20 =.05 
1/10 =.10 
1/9 =.111 
1/8 =.125 
1/7 =.142 
1/6 =.167 
1/5 =.20 
1/4 =.25 
1/3 =.333 
1/2 =.50 
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*Having these memorized will save a lot of time during the test. 

When adding or subtracting fractions, convert them to common 
denominators. Then add or subtract the numerators and keep the 
denominator the same. 

When mUltiplying fractions, cancel as many numbers as possible from 
the numerator and denominator. Next, mUltiply the numerators 
together and the denominators together. 

When dividing fractions, mUltiply by the reciprocal of the 
fraction. 

II.Trigonometry and Geometry 

In a 90 degree right triangle with the legs of the triangle labeled 
A and B and the hypotenuse labeled C, A2+B2=C2. 

In a 45 degree right triangle, A=B and C=B (2) (1/2). 

In a 30, 60, 90 right triangle, with A being opposite the 30 degree 
angle, C=2A and B=A(3) (1/2). 

A special triangle often used in problems is the "3,4,5" triangle 
where A=3, B=4, and C=5. Any multiple of 3,4,or 5 can be used 
without altering the relationship among the sides. If C=35 in a 
certain problem, then A=21 and B=28, 7 times their values in the 
original relationship. 

Sine of an angle equals the side opposite the angle divided by the 
hypotenuse. 

Cosine of an angle equals the side adjacent to the angle divided by 
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the hypotenuse. 

Tangent of an angle equals the side opposite the angle divided by 
the side adjacent to the angle. 

Angles of sin, cos, and tan are often measured in radians. 

To convert between degrees and radians, n=180 degrees. 

Values of sine and cosine of common angles: 
angles: _0_'_ 30' 4S' 60' 90' 

sin: 0(1/2) /2 1(1/2)/2 2 (1/2) /2 3(1/2)/2 4 (1/2) /2 
0 .S 1 

cos: 4 (1/2) /2 3 (1/2) /2 2 (1/2) /2 1 (1/2) /2 0(1/2) /2 
1 . S 0 

Perimeter is the distance required to enclose a 2 dimensional 
object. It is found by adding the lengths of all of the sides of 
an object. Example: a side of a square is 4cm long; therefore, its 
perimeter is (4+4+4+4) 16cm. In a circle perimeter is called 
circumference and is figured by: diameter*(n). Example: a circle 
with a diameter of 4cm has a circumference of 4n cm which is 
approximately 12.S cm. 

Area is the amount of space enclosed by a 2 dimensional object. 
For rectangular objects, it is found by: length*width. Example: a 
rectangle with a width of 3cm and a length of Scm has an area of 
lScm2. For triangles, it is found by: 1/2*base*heighth. Example: 
the 2 legs of a right triangle are 3cm and 6cm so the area of the 
triangle is .S*3*6cm which is 9cm2. For a circle, it is found by: 
(n)*(radius2). Example: a circle with a radius of 3cm has an area 
of 9n cm2 which is approximately 28cm2. 

Volume is the amount of space enclosed by a 3 dimensional object. 
For a rectangular solid, it is figured by: length*width*heighth. 
Example: a box 6cm long, Scm wide, and 2cm tall has a volume of 
(6*S*2cm) 60cm3

• For a sphere, volume is figured by: 
4/3* (n) * (radius3

) • Example: a ball with a radius of 2cm has a 
volume of (4/3*n*8cm3

) 32n/3 cm3
• 

III.Algebra 

Mean equals the sum of a set of values divided by the number of 
values in the set. 

When given 2 different variables in 2 different equations, solve 1 
equation for 1 variable. Then substitute that value in for the 
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variable in the other equation. This reduces the equation to 1 
unknown variable which can be solved for. 

To solve proportions, cross mUltiply across the equal sign. 
Example: 3/7 = x/20, cross mUltiply the numerator of 1 side with 
the denominator of the other side: 7x=60, so x=60/7. 

IV. Graphs 

In a pair of coordinates, the x value is given first. (x, y) . 

The slope(m) of a line is the change in y values divided by the 
change in x values, so m = (Yl - Y2)/(X1 - x 2). 

Vertical lines result from equations with x equal to some number. 
For example: x=3. 

Horizontal lines result from equations with y equal to some number. 
For example: y=l. 

Linear equations have variables raised only to the first power. 
For example: x+y=5. Usually lines are in the form of y=mx+b with 
b being the y-intercept, the point where the line intersects the y 

.~ axis. Any given (x,y) coordinate can be used in the equation. 

Parabolas have equations with 1 variable raised to the second 
power. For example: y=x2+5. 

Circles have equations with the general form of: x 2+y2=a. 

Ellipses have equations with the general form of: (x2/a)+(y2/b)=1. 
*a and b are constants which are not equal to each other. 

Hyperbola equations have the general form of: (x2/a)-(y2/b)=l, or 
xy=l. 

*These types of equations need to be studied for questions that 
give an equation and ask what kind of graph it produces. 

V.Squares/Square Roots 

112=121 
122=144 
132=169 
142=196 
152=225 
162=256 
172=289 
182=314 
192=351 



20 2 =400 
25 2 =625 
30 2 =900 
40 2 =1600 
50 2 =2500 

VI.Miscellaneous Information 

1 pound= 16 ounces. 

2 cups= 1 pint. 

2 pints= 1 quart. 

4 quarts= 1 gallon. 

1 gallon= 3.785 liters. 

1 inch= 2.54 centimeters. 

1 meter= 39.37 inches. 

1 mile= 1.609 kilometers. 

Distance travelled= rate*time. 
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Probability is figured by dividing the number of possible ways an 
event could occur by the total number of possible outcomes. 

Probability of 1 event and another event happening is the product 
of their individual probabilities. 

Probability of 1 event or another occurring is the sum of their 
individual probabilities. 
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